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QUESTION 1

A civil engineering company is running an online portal In which engineers can upload there constructions photos,
videos, and other digital files. There is a new requirement for you to implement: the online portal must offload the digital
content to an Object Storage bucket for a period of 72 hours. After the provided time limit has elapsed, the portal will
hold all the digital content locally and wait for the next offload period. Which option fulfills this requirement? 

A. Create a pre-authenticated URL for the entire Object Storage bucket to read and list the content with an expiration of
72 hours. 

B. Create a pre authenticated URL lot each object that Is uploaded to the Object Storage bucket with an expiration of 72
hours. 

C. Create a Dynamic Group with matching rule for the portal compute Instance and grant access to the Object Storage
bucket for 72 hours. 

D. Create a pre authenticated URL for the entire Object Storage bucket to write content with an expiration of 72 hours. 

Correct Answer: D 

Pre-authenticated requests provide a way to let users access a bucket or an object without having their own credentials,
as long as the request creator has permission to access those objects. For example, you can create a request that lets
operations support user upload backups to a bucket without owning API keys. Or, you can create a request that lets a
business partner update shared data in a bucket without owning API keys. When creating a pre-authenticated request,
you have the following options: You can specify the name of a bucket that a pre-authenticated request user has write
access to and can upload one or more objects to. You can specify the name of an object that a pre-authenticated
request user can read from, write to, or read from and write to. Scope and Constraints Understand the following scope
and constraints regarding pre-authenticated requests: Users can\\'t list bucket contents. You can create an unlimited
number of pre-authenticated requests. There is no time limit to the expiration date that you can set. You can\\'t edit a pre-
authenticated request. If you want to change user access options in response to changing requirements, you must
create a new pre-authenticated request. The target and actions for a pre-authenticated request are based on the
creator\\'s permissions. The request is not, however, bound to the creator\\'s account login credentials. If the creator\\'s
login credentials change, a pre-authenticated request is not affected. 

You cannot delete a bucket that has a pre-authenticated request associated with that bucket or with an object in that
bucket. 

 

QUESTION 2

A manufacturing company is planning to migrate their on-premises database to OCI and has hired you for 

the migration. Customer has provided following information regarding their existing onpremises database: 

Database version, host operating system and version, database character set, storage for data staging, 

acceptable length of system outage. 

What additional information do you need from customer in order to recommend a suitable migration 

method? Choose two 

A. Elapsed time since database was last patched 
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B. On-premises host operating system and version 

C. Number of active connections 

D. Data types used in the on-premises database 

E. Top 5 longest running queries 

Correct Answer: BD 

Not all migration methods apply to all migration scenarios. Many of the migration methods apply only if specific
characteristics of the source and destination databases match or are compatible. Moreover, additional factors can affect
which method you choose for your migration from among the methods that are technically applicable to your migration
scenario. Some of the characteristics and factors to consider when choosing a migration method are: On-premises
database version Database service database version On-premises host operating system and version On-premises
database character set Quantity of data, including indexes Data types used in the on-premises database Storage for
data staging Acceptable length of system outage Network bandwidth 

 

QUESTION 3

A large London based eCommerce company is running Oracle DB System Virtual RAC database on Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI) for their eCommerce application activity. They are launching a new product soon, which is expected
to sell in large quantities all over the world. The application architecture should have minimal cost, no data loss, no
performance impacts during the database backup windows and should have minimal downtime. 

A. Launch a new VM RAC database in another availability domain, launch a compute instance, deploy Oracle
GoldenGate on it and then configure it to replicate the data from the eCommerce Database over to the new RAC
database using GoldenGate. Take backups from the new VM RAC database. 

B. Turn off automated backups from the eCommerce database, implement Oracle Data Guard with the Standby
database deployed on another availability domain, take backups from the standby database. 

C. Launch a new VM RAC database in another availability domain, launch a compute instance, deploy Oracle
GoldenGate on it and then configure bi-directional replication from the eCommerce Database over to the new VM RAC
database using GoldenGate. Take backups from the new VM RAC database. 

D. Turn off automatic backups from the eCommerce database, implement Oracle Active Data Guard with the standby
database deployed on another availability domain, and take backups from the standby database. 

Correct Answer: C 

Active Data Guard or GoldenGate are used for disaster recovery when fast recovery times or additional levels of data
protection are required. And offload queries and backup to standby system. Oracle GoldenGate to support a disaster
recovery site is to have a working bi-directional data flow, from the primary system to the live-standby system and vice
versa. 

DataGuard and Automatic Backup You can enable the Automatic Backup feature on a database with the standby role in
a Data Guard association. However, automatic backups for that database will not be created until it assumes the
primary role. 

 

QUESTION 4

Your customer has gone through a recent departmental re structure. As part of this change, they are 
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organizing their Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) compartment structure to align with the company\\'s new 

organizational structure. 

They have made the following change: 

Compartment x Is moved, and its parent compartment is now compartment c. 

Policy defined in compartment A: Allow group networkadmins to manage subnets in compartment X Policy defined in
root compartment: Allow group admins to read subnets in compartment Finance:A:X After the compartment move,
which action will provide users of group networkadmins and admins with similar privileges as before the move? 

A. Define a policy in Compartment C as follows: Allow group network admins to manage subnets in compartment X. 

B. No change in any policy statement is required as compartments move automatically moves alt the policy statements
associated with compartments as well. 

C. Define a policy in compartment C as follows: Allow group admins to read subnets in compartment HR:C:X 

D. Define a policy in compartment HR as follows: Allow group network admins to manage subnets in compartment X. 

E. Define a policy in compartment C as follows Allow group admins to read subnets in compartment HR:C:X 

Correct Answer: A 

You can move a compartment to a different parent compartment within the same tenancy. When you move a
compartment, all its contents (subcom partments and resources) are moved with it. After you move a compartment to a
new parent compartment, the access policies of the new parent take effect and the policies of the previous parent no
longer apply. Before you move a compartment, ensure that: 

-

 You are aware of the policies that govern access to the compartment in its current position. 

-

 You are aware of the polices in the new parent compartment that will take effect when you move the compartment. 1-
Policy that defined in root compartment: Allow group admins to read subnets in compartment Finance:A:X 

you move compartment X from Finance:A to HR:C. The policy that governs compartment X is attached to the shared
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parent, root compartment. When the compartment X is moved, the policy statement is automatically updated by the IAM
service to specify the new compartment location. The policy Allow group admins to read subnets in compartment
Finance:A:X 

 

QUESTION 5

A retail company has recently adopted a hybrid architecture. They have the following requirements for their end-to-end
Connectivity model between their on-premises data center and Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OC1) region 

* 

Highly available connection with service level redundancy 

* 

Dedicated network bandwidth with low latency 

Which connectivity setup is the most cost effective solution for this scenario? 

A. 

Setup IPsec VPN as your primary connection, and a FastConnect virtual circuit as a backup connection. Use separate
edge devices in your on-premises data canter for each connection from your edge devices, advertise more specific
routes IPSec VPN, and specific routes through the backup FastConnect virtual circuit. 

B. 

Setup FastConnect virtual circuit as your primary connection, and a second FastConnect virtual circuit as a backup
connection. Use separate edge devices in your FastConnect physical connectivity is redundant Use a single edge
device in your on premises data center for each connection From yc device, advertise more specific routes via primary
FastConnect virtual circuit, and less specific routes through t backup FastConnect circuit. 

C. 

Setup FastConnect virtual circuit as your primary connection, and an IPSec VPN as a backup connection. Use separate
edge devices in your on-premises data center for each connection. From your edge devices, advertise more specific
routes through FastConnect virtual circuit, and more specific routes through the backup IPSec VPN path. 

D. 

Setup IPSec VPN as your primary connection, and a second IPSec VPN as a backup connection. Use separate edge
devices in your on p data center for each connection. From your edge devices, advertise more specific routes via
primary IPSec VPN. and less specific rod the backup IPSec VPN. 

Correct Answer: D 

there are two main requirements for this Customer First Highly available connection with service level redundancy and
that can achieve by 
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3- Redundant FastConnect 
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